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Electronics
and Accessories

Electronics

Control units and accessories
for gates and doors

ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY
Star 2230 and Star 224 are the control units for Jet.
They simplify the life of the installer, guaranteeing extremely
high performances in terms of safety, durability, and speed.
The same hardware with 2 different software speeds up
the installation of the automation and the maintenance
becomes simple and practical. The plastic box, the spare
fuses and the removable memory card are some examples
of the functionality and design of a reliable and innovative
product. The software technology PWM (Pulse width modulation)
ensure the safety in case of obstacle, and allow the adjustment
of the opening and closing speed of the gate.
The 24V version previews the optional battery back-up
for the functioning in case of black-out.

CONTROL UNITS FOR 1 OR 2 MOTORS - 230 Vac and 24 Vdc

Code

Description

Star 2230 Box

Control unit for 1 or 2 motors 230 Vac in plastic box, built-in transformer 40 VA and receiver 433.920 MHz

Star 224 Box

Control unit for 1 or 2 motors 24 Vdc in plastic box, built-in transformer 150 VA and receiver 433.920 MHz

Electronics and Accessories

RADIO TRANSMITTERS

Myo is the new KINGgates® radio system with copy function,
that can be used to replace the fixed code 433,82 MHz
transmitters for gate operators. The chromed metal frame,
inspired by the automotive industry and luxury cars, make
this transmitter indestructible.

Clipper

Stylo 4

Myo ® 4C

Radio transmitter
Rolling code,
2 and 4 channels

Radio transmitter
Rolling code,
4 channels

Radio transmitter
Fixed and copy code,
4 channels

CONTROL DEVICES

NOVO Tx4

NOVO Digy

NOVO click

Wall or table
radio transmitter
Rolling code, 4 channels

Numeric combination keypad
Rolling code radio,
4 channels

Key selector
with pre-cabled
electric switches

RADIO RECEIVERS

Fred Myo 2

NOVO RX

Master Way prog

External Radio receiver
IP54, 2 channels
480 codes

External radio receiver,
IP54, 2 channels
200 or 1000 codes

Palmtop for
radio codes and
installation maintenance

www.king-gates.com

www.king-gates.com

FLASHING LAMPS

Idea

NOVO Light

Flashing lamp
230 Vac and 24 Vdc
with built-in antenna

Wall flashing lamp
24 Vdc
with built-in antenna

PHOTOCELLS

Viky 11

NOVO Ph 180

Tower

External photocells

Rotating external
photocells

Columns for photocells Viky 11
500 mm and 1000 mm

DEVICES

Spiro

Slim - Bar

Movi control

Metallic mass
detectors

Safety edges

Radio device for
safety edges

KINGgates sas

See general catalogue for items and features
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